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Dried up Little Plover River
came as no surprise

Saving prime trout water will take
cooperation

By Jim Lee
For Central Wisconsin Sunday February 12, 2006

PLOVER -- When a mile of the Little Plover River
dried up last summer, it came as a surprise to
many local residents but not to environmentalists
who had been studying the Portage County trout
stream. Gzoom

This photo shows the dry streambed in a central section
"We expected this to happen," said Bryant Browne, of the Little Plover River as it appeared in August 2005.
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"We just didn't know when. Now it's happened, and
the question is, 'Do we have the political will to protect this resource?'"

It's a critical question.

Three major entities -- private homes, farmers and the village of Plover -- have drilled wells
dependent on water removed from the underground aquifer that feeds the Little Plover, and
any legislative action proposed to protect the river will be scrutinized closely by other
Wisconsin communities where wells impact stream flows.

"This (loss of stream flow) is going to happen more and more in Wisconsin," Browne said.

It is essential, he said, that action to protect a stream's aquifer be taken early.

"Otherwise," he said, "these things creep along until all of a sudden people realize what's
happening but it's too late to reverse the situation."

The Little Plover River flows through potato country in central Portage County, just a few miles
southeast of Stevens Point. The Department of Natural Resources labels 3.2 miles of the
stream (from the headwaters downstream) as Class 1 trout water, the state's highest
designation, meaning the habitat supports a self-sustaining brook trout population.

Outside the designated trout water, the river flows about 2 miles before emptying into
Springville Pond and the Wisconsin River.

Originating in a forested area, the river gathers upwelling flows before moving downstream
through sandy soils adjacent to farms and homes. As it meanders across the center of this
region, the river actually drains water into the underground aquifer. As it emerg~s from this
zone, it picks up a recharge of flow from small surfacing springs.
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Under normal circumstances, there is sufficient inflow to maintain adequate year-round stream
levels throughout the entire river. During periods of drought -- such as occurred last summer -
stream flows are put in peril.

Farmers fight the wilting heat by irrigating crops with high-capacity wells while nearby
homeowners and village residents react by watering their lawns.

Dan Mahoney, administrator for the village of Plover, said the village is concerned about the
river's fate and reacted last summer "as soon as we were informed as to what was happening
out there."

Entering 2005, the village had two wells, both taking water from the river's aquifer. A third well
was added last year that is outside that aquifer, Mahoney said. When the river's parched
condition became known, the village concentrated its water usage -- which averages 1 million
gallons a day -- on the third well, Mahoney said.

"Long-term, we expect to add a fourth well that will be outside the river's aquifer," he said.

The village, county and U.S. Geological Service have monitoring wells in place where
groundwater levels can be checked 24 hours a day. The USGS had a gauging station on the
river to detect water levels and stream flow, but it was removed, and the village thus far has
been unwilling to pick up that expense.

Mahoney said the village would like to know just what impact the village wells have on river
flows in comparison with other groundwater users.

Lynn Markham, a shoreland and land use specialist with the UW-Extension Center for Land
Use Education at UWSP, believes water conservation should be part of any long-term solution.

"To me, what happened with the Little Plover River raises two main questions," she said.

"What authority do state or local governments have to decide whether or not to allow a new
high capacity well?

"And what are businesses (particularly irrigated agricultural producers and high water use
industries like paper mills, foundries and food processors), local water utilities and
homeowners doing to conserve water?"

Barb Gifford, a member of Friends of the Plover River, a fledgling organization of riverside
residents and interested parties, said the goal of her group "is to maintain a normal flow for the
Little Plover."

Dennis Caneff, executive director of the River Alliance of Wisconsin, said he would like to see
the Little Plover designated as a groundwater management area under Wisconsin Act 310, a
groundwater protection law enacted in 2004.

The law only designated two groundwater management areas -- southeastern Wisconsin and
Brown County -- and "the Little Plover River would be ideal" as a third, he says.

Caneff said the Little Plover "is just the canary in the coal mine for the whole state" in
forecasting the need for greater groundwater protection.

More than 30 high-capacity agricultural wells have been identified in the river's watershed, but
there is no data on their usage or water consumption. ~,
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Ken Blomberg, executive director of the Wisconsin Rural Water Association, a group
representing 90 percent of water systems in communities of less than 10,000 population, said
there is a need for "an early warning system" on the Little Plover so that consumption from the
aquifer can be reduced in time to prevent a recurrence of 2005's dry river bed.

George Kraft, professor of water resources and director of the Center for Watershed Science
and Education at UWSP (and UW-Extension), said the first step in addressing the aquifer
problem is to bring three entities -- agricultural interests, the village of Plover and Friends of the
Little Plover River -- together for discussions.

Out of those discussions should arrive a consensus on how the watershed should be studied,
flow rates determined and the impact of water consumption detailed, Kraft said.

"Everybody needs to feel comfortable with the process," he said.

Ultimately, the three sides must agree on the action required of each if the Little Plover is to
avoid another "surprise."
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